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In A Rhetoric of Electronic Communities, Tharon W. Howard takes on the arduous task of outlining definitions of community as they relate to the rhetorical practices of participants writing on wide-area networks (WANs). Howard’s exploration is complex not only in its scope, an inquiry into interdisciplinary definitions and constructions of community, but also in its approach, a Janusian view of the issues of community as they relate to participation in WANs.

Speaking to an audience of professional writing instructors and scholars, Howard provides practical and theoretical discussions concerning the intersections of media and community. The goal of such considerations, as he explains, is to understand better how conceptions of community both inform and are informed by our ideas about writing for computer networks (pp. 9–10). To trace a pathway to this goal for readers, Howard’s early chapters provide extensive definitions of terms and histories of network technologies. His later chapters present a detailed analysis of the online discussion group PURTOPOI, and thus offer a direct path toward his goal of elucidating the relationship between community and writing in online spaces.

In chapter one, Howard provides a critical imperative for professional writing instructors and scholars working in networked writing environments. That is, by viewing electronic writing in more complex ways rather than as merely a vehicle for transmitting information, we as writing instructors and scholars will be able to examine and respond to—rather than merely react to—the promises and perils of teaching and learning in networked spaces. As an instructor committed to self-reflective, critical teaching practices, I appreciate Howard’s call for more critical engagements with technology. He rightly presumes that technologies, in this case media technologies, are situated in a set of social contexts and that these contexts must be explored and understood in order to achieve a more balanced approach to both teaching and researching.

In chapters two and three, Howard provides extensive histories of print and electronic media. Using specific examples from current global events as well as historical configurations of media, Howard asserts the importance of WANs in both shaping those events and recasting our perceptions of print-based media. These interrelationships of media, however, are not presented as simple translations or projections of traditional print-based media into the new forms of networked texts. Instead, Howard presents a complex discussion of the ways in which print and electronic media interact, change, and shift depending upon historical and social factors, and in turn, how historical and social factors shape the ways in which
media function in our daily lives. Chapter three extends this discussion of media relationships to issues of electronic publishing. By considering several views of electronic publishing—of how e-texts should shape what is written, who writes, and how writing is interpreted—Howard reveals the potentials and constraints of each view. These chapters engage readers in Howard’s own process. Rather than simply directing the readers to his own conclusions, Howard painstakingly develops definitional and historical discussions that allow readers to join him in the process of considering recent debates on electronic writing and publishing and its potentials for our scholarship and teaching.

In chapters four and five, Howard moves from the contested nature of definitions and histories of electronic writing to those of community. Chapter four seeks a more complex view of community beyond traditional, print-based definitions that merely highlight spatiality as evidence of community. Using Sandel’s typology of community as a starting point, Howard defines both constitutive and individualistic concepts of community. In the constitutive community, members are bound together not simply by what they have as fellow citizens but by who they are as subjects. In the individualistic community, members are bound together by the desire for the positive effects of membership within the group.

Chapter five addresses the problematic of the constitutive-individualistic binary: utopian and pragmatic determinisms. Because each pole can lead to a form of determinism, Howard suggests that instructors and researchers in the networked classroom must learn to negotiate the continuum that this binary offers them. At one end of the pole, Howard questions the utopian ideal of the constitutive community, which asserts that the subject can critique and eventually choose among competing ideological positions within a community. At the other end of the pole, Howard argues against the pragmatic ideal of the individualistic community, which suggests that the subject is unable to make any choices at all in relation to the accepted practices within a community. On the one hand, the subject can transcend the material and social conditions of a community through ideological critique, and on the other hand, the subject must participate in the conventions of the community or else be denied membership in it. Howard argues that networked writing instructors and scholars must exchange such an antagonistic framework of community for one that will allow for the adjudication of competing knowledge claims. He posits that by applying the tension inherent within this binary of community to our experiences with networked writing, we can deconstruct and, thus examine more carefully, many of the writing and reading practices that we otherwise take for granted when working with more traditional media.

Chapters six and seven bring together Howard’s discussions of electronic writing and publishing and the binary of community, as he draws upon his own experiences hosting the electronic discussion group PURTPOI. Originally intended to provide faculty, staff, and graduate students in Purdue University’s English Department with a “common” space for interaction, PURTPOI later evolved to include rhetoric and composition scholars and educators as well as professional communicators. In a detailed analysis of the group, Howard articulates how his own definitions and histories of media, technology, writing, and community all bear upon its relationships and evolution. Chapter six explores the question of whether or not electronic discussion groups can be considered communities. Howard concludes that PURTPOI can be conceived of as a forum, a trace of a discourse community rather than a community itself. For Howard, forums like PURTOPOI allow for contesting claims and the working out of complex relationships without slipping into the determinisms provided by the conceptions of community outlined earlier in his work. Examples include the group’s struggle to determine not only what topics should be discussed but also how posts on particular topics should be addressed and even formatted by participants. Instead of attempting to unity members within the confines of constitutive or individualistic definitions of community, forums allow for exchange and renegotiation among members. Chapter seven extends the implications of his assertion for instructors and scholars working in networked writing environments, particularly in electronic discussion forums. Rather than assuming that electronic forums are inherently liberating and valuable to all participants equally, Howard suggests that we look for ways in which definitions of community can enable us to gain at least momentary points of connection with others—our students and our colleagues.

Following Howard down the path of exploring issues that impinge upon teaching and researching professional writing, I appreciate his care in offering a complex view of networked writing and how it both affects and is affected by our conceptions of community. This care is further evidenced by his inclusion of an appendix of network terminology. Overall, this text makes apparent both the author’s process and his assessments of the possible critical connections among networked writing and conceptions of community. For professional writing instructors interested in the ways in which discussion lists, chat spaces, and other online discussion groups function in relationship to peer collaboration and classroom community, Howard’s
book outlines and elucidates both the theoretical underpinnings and practical analyses of many current claims about electronic writing spaces. For professional writing scholars pursuing connections among electronic writing spaces and community, Howard's text challenges many of our notions about media, technology, and subjectivity.
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